In 2002 he took over as the penciller for Bill Willingham's Fables, which has gone on to become one of the most popular and critically acclaimed Vertigo titles of the new millennium. When not in Clevedon, Buckingham can be found with his wife Irma in the Asturias region of northern Spain. Lan Medina is the first Filipino artist to win the prestigious Eisner Award in recognition for his work on Fables. He has worked on international comic books including Aria and Stone, plus Mutant X for Marvel. Product details. Read Fables comic online free and high quality. Fast loading speed, unique reading type: All pages - just need to scroll to read next page. Publication date: July 2002 - July 2015. Status: Completed. Views: 4,481,661. Bookmark. Bill Willingham's whimsical series utilizes just about every childhood fable in a tale of exile and persecution. The Fables, who include such notables as the Big Bad Wolf and Snow White, had their Homeland overtaken by a mysterious villain known as the Adversary. With their world enslaved, many of the Fables were able to escape to our world -- New York City to be exact.